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Introduction. For each pair of integers, n :> 0 and m > 0, and the associated
sets of non-negative integers al a2
a such that a _.< 2m 1 and
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is shown to form a basic set of/c variable polyharmonic polynomials of order m
0). Deletion of the factor (- 1); in (1) gives un
(i.e., solutions of V2mu
analogous basic set (1’) for the iterated wave equation
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The paper concludes with the expansion of n rbitrry polynoM in terms of
the bsic set (1).

Resume of related results (m 1). :For m 1 and general/c the set (1) is
equivalent to the authors’ basic set of harmonic polynomials from [4] as expressed
in the simpler form suggested by their paper [6]. (In these remarks sets are considered equivalent if, for some correspondence between them, paired elements
differ by ut most a constant factor.) For m
1 and k
3 the set (1) gives a
single formulation of a set given by Protter for which he first [7] gave eight
different explicit formulas and later [8] gave a representation requiring four
formulas. An alternate derivation of (1) for m
1 and any k was recently
given by J. Horvth [2] who was unaware of the earlier results described above.
A brief description of the methods employed by Protter, Horvth and the
authors to obtain these harmonic sets follows. Protter obtained the polynomials
of his harmonic set as coefficients of a"-, a W b -t- c n in the series expansion
of the exponential generating function e "++ from which all powers of
higher than the first had been eliminated by means of the relation 7
t
Horvth used an analogous approach, obtaining his set as the coordinates of
(xe -t- xe
"-t" x,e,)" with respect to the basis
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